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Abstract 
 
 Presented research included testing of normal distribution of input data and creating interpolation maps of chemical 
components as well as cement modules and compared the two approaches for the volume calculation of cement raw 
material by geological sections and structural maps. The researched area was the exploitation field “St. Juraj – St. Kajo” 
of raw material for cement production in Southern Croatia. The deposit is situated in Eocene flysch where are seven 
different lithological units which had been divided technologically based on the proportions of chemical compounds. 
Based on input data number (from 7 to 36) in total 144 normality tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk) were 
applied for the chemical analyses (CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, MgO, SO3, Na2O, K2O, CaCO3) and cement modules (lime 
saturation factor (LSF), silicate module (SM), aluminate module (AM)) in the lithological units. The interpolation had 
been performed by the Kriging and Inverse Distance Weighting, mapping CaO (%), SiO2(%) and LSF (-). The 
interpolation methods had been selected based on normality test passage and the amount of data. The analysed lithological 
unit for volume calculation was technologically homogeneous but contains interlayers (lenses) of different characteristics 
which affect the material’s quality. Using geological sections for volume calculation is based on the block volume 
between two parallel vertical sections which is obtained as a product of the mean areas of adjacent sections multiplied by 
the distance between them. Structural maps represent the calculation of the volume of the observed object under a function 
f (x, y) defined by a double definite integral. The results of the comparison of the two mentioned approaches for the 
calculation of the volume of cement raw material for exploitation showed that in this case both approaches are suitable 
for future use for the purpose of planning the future exploitation of the analysed raw material. 
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1. Introduction  
 
 Under spatial analytical set of methods there were three research objectives: (1) statistically test the normal 
distribution the chemical data (XRF analyses) of nine compounds (CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, MgO, SO3, Na2O, K2O, 
CaCO3 (%)) and three cement modules (lime saturation factor (LSF), silicate module (SM), aluminate module (AM)) in 
six different lithological units using Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) and Shapiro–Wilk (S–W) tests; (2) creating 
interpolation mapps from collected values of CaO (%), SiO2 (%) and cement module LSF (-) by using two methods: 
ordinary kriging (OK) and inverse distance weighting (IDW) in three different lithological units; (3) compared the 
geological section approach for volume calculation of the analysed lithological unit versus the volume estimated as a 
number of cells between two structural maps. i.e. maps interpolated at the top and bottom of the analysed lithological 
unit.  
 The research has been done in the exploitation field “St. Juraj – St. Kajo”, owned by Cemex Hrvatska d.d., situated 
near the town of Split, in the region of Middle Dalmatia, Southern Croatia (Figure 1). Total area was 215.85 ha and it is 
the largest exploitation field of the raw material for cement production in Croatia. Cement production is a complex 
technological process started with the exploitation of the raw material which are particular lithological units in the deposit. 
In this research the Eocene flysch is dominant lithology. Dalmatian flysch can reach at outcrops of up to 700 m thickness 
(Marinčić, 1981). The exploitation field had been analysed according to significant lithological variation expressed as 7 
different lithological units (after Pencinger et. al, 2009; Bralić and Malvić, 2021). Based on lithology, the units differ 
the most in their texture and clay and limestone content.  
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Figure	1:	Geographic	location	of	the	exploited	field	“St.	Juraj	–	St.	Kajo”.	(from Bralić and Malvić, 2021)	

	
 The mentioned lithological units were (Figure 2): (1) change between marl, sandstone with alterations of 
conglomerates (2) limy (calcitic) marl; (3) calcsiltite (clayey limestone); (4) calcarenite; (5) nummulitic marl; (6) debrites 
and (7) clayey marl. The units (6) are divided into the western and eastern layer while all others into the northern and 
southern layer (after Pencinger et. al, 2009). Based on CaCO3 (%) content lithological units were divided (after Matijaca 
and Vujec, 1990): nummulitic (micro) breccia (77–80); calcarenite and calcsiltite (80–95%); marly limestone (77–80%); 
limy marl (75–77%); marl and clayey marl (65–74%); marl with redeposited nummulite (highly variable CaCO3); and 
alternations of marl, sandstone, and limestone (55–70%). In the exploited field the strata direction is NW–SE with a dip 
towards the N–NE of around 30°–40° (Pencinger et. al, 2009). 
 

 
 

Figure	2:	Geological	map	of	the	field	of	exploitation	“St.	Juraj	– St.	Kajo”.	(from Bralić and Malvić, 2021)	
 

 To meet the requirements of quality control of cement production all described lithological units had been divided 
technologically based on their chemical compounds taken from exploitation boreholes data (Figure 3). Chemical analyses 
were performed at each 2-meter depth borehole interval. Technologically, four main oxides (CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3) 
were used as ranking parameters e. g. the weighting ratios of mentioned oxides define three cement modules: LSF (Eq. 
1), SM (Eq. 2), AM (Eq. 3) (Duda, 1985): 
 
           LSF = [CaO / (2.8 * SiO2 + 1.18 Al2O3 + 0.65 Fe2O3)]                         (1) 
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           SM = SiO2 / (Al2O3 + Fe2O3)                                                                 (2) 
 
           AM = Al2O3 / Fe2O3                                                                                (3) 
 
 Based on the LSF values, lithological units were divided into three raw material types on: (1) high raw material (LSF 
> 110): calcarenite, calcsiltite, nummulite marl, debrites; (2) normal raw material (LSF = 90 – 110): calcite marl, 
nummulite marl, debrites; (3) low raw material (LSF < 90): marl/sandstone with conglomerate alterations, marl, clayey 
marl, debrites.  

 

 
Figure 3: Exploitation borehole B-10. (from Bralić and Malvić, 2021) 

 
2. Methods  
 

 The first objective in the research was statistical analyses of the chemical data (XRF analyses) of nine chemical 
compounds (CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, MgO, SO3, Na2O, K2O, CaCO3 (%)) and three cement modules (LSF, SM, AM (-
)), collected in six different lithological units. The data were tested using Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) and Shapiro–Wilk 
(S–W) tests. The total number of data was n = 214, with a single set including n=4 to n=36. The α value was 0.05. The 
sets with n < 30 were tested with K–S, and those with n > 30 were tested using the S–W test. 

Interpolation maps were performed in three different lithological units and in all units were collected values of CaO 
(%), SiO2 (%) and cement module LSF (-). The mapping was carried out using two methods: ordinary kriging (OK) and 
inverse distance weighting (IDW) (Table 1). The selection was based on normality tests results. If data had normal 
distribution the mapping was carried out by OK and if they did not have normality, IDW was applied. The problem of 
small datasets (n < 15) was nonreliable testing. Consequently, in such a case IDW was (again) applied.  
 

 
Lithological unit 

 
Statistic Mapping 

    CaO (%) SiO2 (%) LSF (-) 

Data 
number 

(n) 

Normality 
test 

Test 
outcome 

Interpolation 
method 

Test 
outcome 

Interpolation 
method 

Test 
outcome 

Interpolation 
method 

Change between marl, 
sandstone with 
alternations of 

conglomerates - norther 
layer 

36 SW Pass OK Pass OK Pass OK 

Calcarenite - northern 
layer 18 KS Pass OK Pass OK Pass OK 

Debrites - western layer 7 KS Pass IDW Pass IDW Fail IDW 

Table 1. Input data, formality tests results, and interpolation methods for different units (from Bralić and Malvić, 
2021) 

 
Using geological sections for the volume calculation is based on the calculation of the block volume (V) between two 

parallel geological sections (P1, P2) which is obtained as a multiplication of the mean areas (Paverage) of adjacent sections 
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(P1, P2) multiplied by the distance between them (d). In case the areas between the adjacent sections differ by less than 
50%, the volume of the block between these two sections is calculated according to Krklec and Zidar, 1989, i.e., Eq.4 : 

 
V = d/2 * (P1 + P2)                                              (4)  
 
Where are: 
V - block volume (m3) 
P1, P2 - section area (m2) 
d - distance between sections (m). 
 
In case the area between sections differs by more than 50 % the volume of the block between the two sections is 

calculated according Krklec and Zidar, 1989, i.e., Eq. 5: 
 

V = d/3 * (P1 + P2 + √P1*P2)                             (5)   
 

The volume below some area expressed with a structural map can be calculated as the sum of finite volumes under the 
function f (x, y) defined by a double definite integral (Eq. 6): 
 
 Volume = ∫ ∫ 𝑓	(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑥	𝑑𝑦!!"#

!!$%

"!"#
"!$%

          (6) 
 
 Rules for integrating a function f (x, y) between a lower limit (xmin; ymin) and an upper limit (xmax; ymax), over a 
particular number of intervals, are based on numerical formulas for equally spaced lags (h) (Figure 5). As the number of 
intervals increases, rules for polynomials of high order are used. The range interval range is denoted by a (xmin) and b 
(xmax). Approximation of definite integral is obtained using three numerical integration formulas: extended trapezoidal 
rule (Eq. 7), extended Simpson’s rule (Eq. 8) and extended Simpson’s 3/8 rule (Eq. 9):  
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Where are: 
N – number of points (-) 
O – error for the trapezoidal rule (-) 
a  – (xmin) 
b – (xmax). 
 
 The final volume of the observed object was reported as the average of the three values (Golden Software, Inc.. 
Surfer 8 User's Guide). 
 
3. Results 

 
In the research 144 normality tests were performed, 132 K–S and 12 S–W tests, of these 71% of tests passed. The 

lowest pass level is calculated for the oxides SO3 (58%) and K2O (33%) and the cement modules SM (42%) and AM 
(50%) while the highest pass is attributed to the oxides Al2O3, Fe2O3, and MgO (92%). If lithological units are considered, 
the lowest pass can be observed in the marl from the northern layer (25%) and the highest in debrites, from both the 
western and eastern layers (92%). 

The total of 9 interpolation maps were created. The lithological unit – change between marl, sandstone with alterations 
of conglomerates, in its northern layer, was interpolated by OK, for variables CaO (%), SiO2 (%), and LSF (-). The layer 
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width was 200–300 m with 35 data. The experimental variogram was calculated using the nugget C = 0, sills CaO = 3, 
SiO2 = 5, LSF = 145, range a = 240 m, total calculation distance h = 1033 m, number of classes 15, and tolerance 45°. 
The approximation was carried out using the exponential model. Variograms defined searching ellipsoid with axes 240 × 
50 m, directions -15° and 105°, and anisotropy factor 4.8. The maps of CaO (%), SiO2 (%), and LSF (-) for the lithological 
unit change between marl, sandstone with alterations of conglomerates in the northern layer are shown in Figures 4–6. 
 

 
Figure 4: CaO (%) distribution in the lithological unit change between marl, sandstone with alterations of 

conglomerates, northern layer (boreholes are black dots).	(from Bralić and Malvić, 2021) 
 

 
Figure 5: SiO2 (%) distribution in the lithological unit change between marl, sandstone with alterations of 

conglomerates, northern layer (boreholes are black dots).	(from Bralić and Malvić, 2021) 
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 Figure 6: LSF (-) distribution in the lithological unit change between marl, sandstone with alterations of 

conglomerates, northern layer (boreholes are black dots).	(from Bralić and Malvić, 2021) 
 

The three maps in the lithological unit calcarenite, in the northern layer, showed values of CaO (%), SiO2 (%), and 
LSF (-). The layer width was 50–150 m with 18 data. All were interpolated by OK, using the nugget Co = 0, sill C(CaO) 
= 1, C(SiO2) = 1, C(LSF) = 15,000, range a = 320 m, total calculation distance h = 1033 m, number of classes 17, and 
tolerance 45°. The experimental variogram was approximated with the exponential model. The searching ellipsoid had 
axes of 320 × 50 m with strikes -15° and 105° and an anisotropy factor 6.4.  

The last three maps were interpolated for the lithological unit debrites, in the western layer. The layer width was 30–
200 m with 7 data. Interpolation for CaO (%), SiO2 (%) and LSF (-) was carried out using IDW. Power exponent was 2, 
searching circle 335 m, and anisotropy = 1 (no anisotropy). The volume calculation procedure using the geological section 
for the lithological unit is shown in steps: 
1. Prepare geological sections (example 5-5’ and 19-19’ at Figure 1)  
2. Determine the area (m2) of the lithological unit as well as for interlayers from each geological section (P) on each 

geological section; 
3. Determine the distance between the main and auxiliary sections (d) from the geological map (Figure 1); 
4. Calculate the volume of the lithological unit (Vunit) according to Equations (4) and (5); 
5. Calculate the volume of interlayers (Vinterlayers) according to Equations (4) and (5); 
6. For each geological section where it is necessary subtract the value calculated in step 5 from the value calculated in 

step 4. 
Steps in the procedure for the volume calculation by structural maps:  
1. Prepare data from 35 exploration boreholes (Pencinger et. al, 2009) from which are determined coordinates (x, y, z) 

of the lithological unit top and bottom, as well as of interlayers (Figure 3); 
2. Interpolated top and bottom structural maps using the OK with the following values (Figure 7):  
2a. The experimental variogram for the top surface was calculated using the nugget C = 0, sills 400, range a = 240 m, 

total calculation distance h = 1033 m, number of classes 15, and tolerance 45°. Variogram defined searching ellipsoid 
with main axis 1550 m and anisotropy factor 2 

2b. The experimental variogram for the bottom surface was calculated using the nugget C = 0, sills 520, range a = 240 m, 
total calculation distance h = 1033 m, number of classes 15, and tolerance 45°. Variogram defined searching ellipsoid 
with main axis 1550 m and anisotropy factor 4 

3. Interpolate top and bottom for interlayers using (due to a low number of data) IDW. Power exponent was 2, searching 
circle 335 m, and anisotropy = 1 

4. Calculate the volume of the lithological unit using top and bottom structural maps of the lithological unit and its 
interlayers. 
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5. Process the volumes with the Equations 7, 8 and 9; 
6. Calculated averages for Equations 7, 8 and 9; 
7. Subtract the volumes of interlayers from the volume of the lithological unit. 
 

 

Figure 7: Top and bottom interpolation maps of the lithological unit change between marl, sandstone with alterations of 
conglomerates 

 
The existing network of 35 properly distributed exploitation boreholes, by the geological situation, in the analysed 

lithological unit with both approaches, by geological sections and by structural maps, gave satisfactory results and an 
acceptable difference of 15 %.  

The calculation of the volume of very small areas, such as the example of interlayers is extremely unreliable using the 
structural map due to the small number of input data. The differences in the input data are very small so their structural 
is hard clearly display on the same scale as values of the main units. The volume of interlayers, based on structural maps, 
was almost twice bigger than the same values obtained by the geological sections approach. 

 
5. Conclusions 

 
      In this research three objectives were presented: (1) the normal distribution tests for the chemical data of nine 
compounds (CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, MgO, SO3, Na2O, K2O, CaCO3 (%)) and three cement modules (lime saturation 
factor (LSF), silicate module (SM), aluminate module (AM)) in six different lithological units using Kolmogorov–
Smirnov (K–S) and Shapiro–Wilk (S–W) tests; (2) creating interpolation mapps from CaO (%), SiO2 (%) and LSF (-) by 
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two methods: ordinary kriging (OK) and inverse distance weighting (IDW) in three different lithological units; (3) 
compared the geological section approach for volume calculation of the one analysed lithological unit versus the volume 
estimated as a number of cells between two structural maps.  

The research area was the exploitation field for cement raw material “St. Juraj – St. Kajo” situated in the region of 
Middle Dalmatia, Southern Croatia. The exploitation of the cement raw material which are particular lithological units in 
the deposit represents the beginning of the cement production. The exploitation field is part of Eocene flysch and based 
on lithology had been divided on 7 different lithological units, which differ the most in their texture and clay and limestone 
content and consequently in CaCO3 content. All lithological units were divided into the northern and southern layer except 
the lithological unit debrites divided into the western and eastern layer. Lithological units had been divided 
technologically based on their chemical compounds, e. g. chemical analyses at each 2-meter depth exploitation borehole 
interval. Technologically, the weighting ratios of four main oxides (CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3) define three cement 
modules: LSF, SM and AM. 

Chemical analyses of oxides and cement modules of all seven lithological units gave the 144 datasets which were 
analysed with formal normality tests, namely the Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Shapiro–Wilk tests. In total, 71% of datasets 
(n from 7 to 35) showed normal distribution.  

Three lithological units were interpolated for distribution of CaO, SiO2 (%) and LSF (-). The first one, lithological unit 
change between marl, sandstone with alterations of conglomerates (with a layer width of 200–300 m and 35 data) showed 
that CaO and LSF values slightly decreased toward the south, but values of SiO2 varied by 18–20%. The second one, the 
lithological unit calcarenite (with a layer width of 50–150 m and 18 data) showed that CaO concentrations were slight, 
but SiO2 was highly variable throughout the unit. However, the LSF values were gradual, but very variable which is 
crucial information for quality control. The last unit, the lithological unit debrites was the most irregular (with a width of 
30–200 m and 7 datapoints), with the largest variations of all three variables. 

In the lithological unit that covered the largest area in the field, change between marl and sandstone with alternations 
of conglomerate, two approaches for calculating its volume were applied; geological sections and structural maps. 
Although technologically it is a homogeneous unit locally contains interlayers or lenses of different lithological and thus 
technological characteristics. Importance of the present interlayers is that uniform material quality should not be expected 
at that location. The volume of interlayers was subtracted from the volume of the lithological unit in both approaches.  
The difference between calculated volumes obtained by the two presented approaches was 15 % which is acceptable in 
this case. With more depth data and more geological sections, the differences between these two approaches will be less. 
For this reason, in the case of a very small amount of input data, as is the case with the calculation of interlayers, the 
method of structural maps is unreliable. The obtained difference between approaches is deviation of structural map 
approach in comparison to traditionally used geological section approach. What makes the difference is the customer's 
need for precision. Drawing of geological sections still ranks very high among researchers even though anyone who has 
encountered it knows how exhaustive and time-consuming it is. But with a better understanding of the methods 
implemented in computer programs, one gains confidence in their reliability and one should not hesitate to use them.  

The statistical results in this research are the most extensive statistical and mapping analysis of an exploited cement 
raw material in the research area in the last decade. It was possible to estimate chemical compounds and cement modules 
in any part of the field for the analysed lithological units. This is important because the final raw material, which is main 
input material for technological process of cement production, is obtained by mixing different raw materials exploited as 
different lithological units. With more detailed monitoring and knowledge of the adequate mixture, the production 
requirements set by the quality control are better met. One of the ways of monitoring is certainly the calculation of the 
amount of cement raw material for exploitation, which is very important for future use for the purpose of planning the 
future exploitation of the analysed raw material. 
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Sažetak 
 
Prostorno analitički skup metoda primijenjenih u ležištu mineralne sirovine za proizvodnju 

cementa, studija slučaja eksploatacijsko polje „Sv. Juraj – Sv. Kajo“ 
 
 Istraživanje je uključivalo ispitivanje normalne razdiobe ulaznih podataka i interpolacijskih karata kemijskih 
komponenti kao i cementnih modula te usporedbu dvaju pristupa za proračun volumena mineralne sirovine za proizvodnju 
cementa prema geološkim presjecima i strukturnim kartama. Područje istraživanja bilo je eksploatacijsko polje mineralne 
sirovine za proizvodnju cementa “Sv. Juraj – Sv. Kajo” u Južnoj Hrvatskoj. Ležište se nalazi u eocenskom flišu u kojem 
se razlikuje sedam različitih litoloških jedinica koje su tehnološki podijeljene na temelju omjera kemijskih komponenti. 
Na temelju broja ulaznih podataka (od 7 do 36) primijenjena su ukupno 144 testa normalnosti (Kolmogorov-Smirnov i 
Shapiro-Wilk) na podatcima kemijskih komponenti (CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, MgO, SO3, Na2O, K2O, CaCO3) i 
cementnih modula (SZ, SM, AM) u litološkim jedinicama. Interpolacija je provedena krigiranjem i metodom inverzne 
udaljenosti za kartiranje vrijednosti CaO (%), SiO2(%) i SZ (-). Metode interpolacije odabrane su na temelju prolaska na 
testu normalnosti i broja podataka. Promatrana jedinica za proračun volumena bila je tehnološki homogena, ali sadrži 
međuslojeve (leće) različitih karakteristika što utječe na kvalitetu materijala. Korištenje geoloških presjeka za izračun 
volumena temelji se na volumenu bloka između dvaju paralelnih vertikalnih presjeka koji se dobiva kao umnožak srednjih 
površina susjednih presjeka pomnoženih s razmakom između njih. Strukturne karte predstavljaju proračun volumena 
promatranog objekta pod funkcijom f (x, y) definiranom dvostrukim određenim integralom. Rezultati ovog istraživanja 
predstavljaju pouzdane buduće prognoze za eksploataciju mineralne sirovine. 
 
Ključne riječi: mineralna sirovina za proizvodnju cementa; fliš; interpolacijske karte, metoda geoloških presjeka; 
strukturne karte 
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